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Project Coin Wiki.

The goal of Project Coin was determine what set of small language changes should be added to JDK 7 and then delivering those changes.

Links

- Proposals Accepted for Inclusion in JDK 7: We will be documenting the proposals sent in for Project Coin on this wiki; a summary of the proposals accepted for inclusion in Java 7 can be found on Joe Darcy's blog entry.
- Table of Contents - All Project Coin 2009 Proposals: Working draft of a table of contents for the 2009 proposals.
  - Joe Darcy blog entries on language change and Project Coin
    - "Criteria for desirable small language changes"
    - "Guidance on measuring the size of a language change"
    - "Project Coin: Small Language Change Proposal Form Available"
    - "So you want to change the Java Programming Language..."

Searching through the Proposals via the Mailing List

- Search Engine for Project Coin Discussions: There is a Google Custom Search Engine set up for Project Coin.